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Abstract
The planar Ramsey number PR(G;H) is the smallest integer n such that in any two-colouring
(red and blue) of edges of Kn such that the red colour induces a planar graph there is a red
subgraph G or a blue subgraph H . It is known that Ramsey number for C4 and K5 equals to 14:
In this paper we show that PR(C4; K5) = 13: c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
At :rst, let us recall the de:nition of the Ramsey number. Let F;G;H be graphs
with at least two vertices. The Ramsey number R(G;H) is the smallest integer n such
that in arbitrary two-colouring (say red and blue) of Kn a red copy of G or a blue
copy of H is contained (as subgraphs).
The two-colouring of the edges of an arbitrary graph F will be called planar if the
graph induced by the red colour is planar.
Let the planar Ramsey number PR(G;H) be the smallest integer n such that in any
planar two-colouring of Kn a red copy of G or a blue copy of H is contained (as
subgraphs). Since not all colourings are admissible we have an immediate inequality
between planar and ordinary Ramsey number, i.e. PR(G;H)6R(G;H).
The planar Ramsey number can also be de:ned in terms of planar graphs and their
complements, i.e. the planar Ramsey number is the smallest integer n such that any
planar graph on n vertices contains a copy of G or its complement contains a copy
of H .
In this paper we will only consider the case when H is a complete graph Kl. In
that case, one can say that the planar Ramsey number is the smallest integer n such
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that any planar graph on n vertices contains a copy of G or an independent set of
cardinality l.
The :rst de:nition (with edge-colouring) is more traditional but the other one is
more useful in proofs. Both aspects of this de:nition were :rstly introduced by Walker
in [7] and Steinberg and Tovey in [6] but only in the case when both graphs were
complete. The following theorem is proved there.
Theorem 1 (Steinberg and Tovey [6] and Walker [7]). The planar Ramsey numbers
are:
(i) PR(K2; Kl) = l; PR(Kk; K2) = k; where k64;
(ii) PR(K3; Kl) = 3l− 3;
(iii) PR(Kk; Kl) = 4l− 3; where k¿4 and (k; l) = (4; 2).
In this paper we do not introduce any special notation. For graphs G, H the symbols
G + H;G ∪ H denote a join and a disjoint sum of graphs, respectively, nG a disjoint
sum of n copies of G, FG a complement of G, G[S] a subgraph of G induced by a
subset S of the vertices of G, and G⊃H express the fact that a graph H is a subgraph
of G.
The following theorem summarises, the results known so far referring to the cases
when the :rst graph is noncomplete of order at most 4: Theorem 1 shows the upper
bounds for the planar Ramsey numbers presented below but none of this bounds is
sharp.
Theorem 2 (Bielak and Gorgol [1]).
(i) PR(K1;2; Kl) = 2l− 1 and PR(2K2; Kl) = l+ 2; l¿2;
(ii) PR(K1;3; Kl) = PR(P4; Kl) = PR(K1 + (K2 ∪ K1); Kl) = 3l− 2; l¿2;
(iii) PR(K4 − e; K3) = PR(C4; K3) = 7;
(iv) PR(C4; K4) = PR(K4 − e; K4) = 10:
We quote below the Ramsey numbers for these of the above pairs of graphs for
which they are known [2–5].
Theorem 3.
(i) R(K1;2; Kl) = 2l− 1 and R(2K2; Kl) = l+ 2; l¿2;
(ii) R(K1;3; Kl) = R(P4; Kl) = 3l− 2; l¿2;
(iii) R(K4 − e; K3) = R(C4; K3) = 7;
(iv) R(C4; K4) = 10; R(K4 − e; K4) = 11;
(v) R(C4; K5) = 14:
In two cases, when G ∼= C4 or G ∼= K4−e, we were not able to determine PR(G;Kl)
for arbitrary l. We solve this problem only for some small l. In one case, for K4 − e
versus K4, it is shown that there is a diHerence between planar and ordinary Ramsey
number [1].
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This paper is the next step to the solution of the above problem. We show here that
the planar Ramsey number for C4 versus K5 is equal to 13. In comparison to ordinary
Ramsey number for this pair (see Theorem 3(v)) it turns out that also in this case the
assumption of planarity allows to decrease the Ramsey number by 1. At :rst, however,
we prove some helpful lemmas.
2. Some useful lemmas
A short chord of a cycle is a chord joining vertices distance 2 apart in the cycle.
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph on 6 vertices.
(a) If G ⊃C4 and FG ⊃K3 then G⊃ 2K3:
(b) If G ⊃C4 and FG contains exactly one triangle then G is a 6-cycle with exactly
one chord and this chord is short.
Proof. (a) Since R(K3; K3) = 6, G contains a triangle K3. Consider vertices not be-
longing to a given (:rst) triangle in G. If two of the vertices were not joined, it would
form a triangle in FG together with a vertex of the :rst triangle of G (each of the
vertices can only be joined in G to at most one vertex of a given triangle). Hence, the
vertices outside the :rst triangle form a second triangle and G⊃ 2K3.
(b) Let vertices x; y; z form a triangle in FG. To prevent creation of other triangles
in FG and C4 in G, each of remaining vertices must be joined in G to a diHerent pair
of vertices from {x; y; z}: This way a C6 is formed. A short chord is needed to ensure
that the remaining vertices do not form a triangle themselves. No more edges can be
added, as G ⊃C4:
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph on 9 vertices. If G ⊃C4 and FG ⊃K4 then G⊃ 3K3 or
G ∼= F; where F is the graph in Fig. 1:
Proof. Since PR(K3; K4)=9, G⊃K3. Let G6 be a graph obtained from G by removing
the vertices of a triangle. If FG6 ⊃K3 then, by Lemma 4(a), G6⊃ 2K3, and so G⊃ 3K3.
Let x; y; z be the vertices of the removed triangle and a; b; c form a K3 in FG6. Since
G ⊃C4 and FG ⊃K4 there is a perfect matching between the vertices of the sets {x; y; z}
and {a; b; c}. So let without loss of generality ax; bz; cy∈E(G).
If FG6 contains exactly one triangle then, by Lemma 4(b), G6 is a 6-cycle with a
short chord. Thus G⊃F: But adding more edges to F would create a C4, so G ∼= F:
Let FG6 contain more than one triangle. Let d belong to another triangle of FG6 and
d = a; b; c. Applying the previous matching condition d has to be joined to exactly
one vertex of {x; y; z}.
Let without loss of generality dz ∈E(G). Therefore, the vertices d and b must be
adjacent in G, since otherwise a; b; c; d would form a K4 in FG (joining d to a or
c would result in a C4). Let H6 = G − {z; b; d}: If FH 6 ⊃K3 then, by Lemma 4(a),
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Fig. 1. A graph F:
Fig. 2.
H6⊃ 2K3, so G⊃ 3K3. Assume thus that FH 6⊃K3 and denote by I the set of vertices
of one triangle in FH 6: Neither a nor c can belong to I . The reason is that none of
z; b; d can be joined to a or c, and one of these three vertices would extend I to a
K4 in FG: Hence {e; f}⊂ I and we must have the edges, say, be and df present in
G: This part of the proof is depictured by Fig. 2. As x; d; c are independent in G,
we must also have ec∈E(G) (e cannot be joined to x or d). Similarly three other
edges: fa, ea and fc are forced to be in G, and together with ec they form the
forbidden C4:
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Fig. 3.
Lemma 6. Let G be a graph on 13 vertices. If G contains a vertex of degree 3 lying
on a triangle then G⊃C4 or FG⊃K5 or G is the nonplanar graph from Fig. 5.
Proof. Let G be a graph on 13th vertices. We will show that if G ⊃C4 then FG⊃K5
or G is the nonplanar graph from Fig. 5. Let v be a vertex of degree 3 lying on a
triangle and denote by x; y; z its neighbours, where v; y; z form a triangle. Evidently
z; y are not adjacent to x. Set G9 = G − {v; x; y; z}. Note that FG9 ⊃K4, else there are
4 independent vertices in G9 and together with v they generate a K5 in FG. So by
Lemma 5, G9⊃ 3K3 or G9 ∼= F , where F is a graph presented in Fig. 1.
Case 1: Let G9⊃ 3K3. Then G⊃ 4K3. Let us consider 4 disjoint triangles in G.
The 13th vertex of G has at most one neighbour in each of these triangles. Without
loss of generality, assume that the 13th vertex is not adjacent to any of labeled ver-
tices of these triangles (see Fig. 3). We can assume that FG[{a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h}] ⊃K4,
otherwise, we get a K5 in FG. Without loss of generality, assume that ag; bc∈E(G).
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Fig. 4.
If there are no edges between {a; b} and {e; f} then FG[{a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h}]⊃K4. So
without loss of generality bf∈E(G). Either c or f is not a neighbour of h, oth-
erwise we get a subgraph C4 in G. So without loss of generality hc ∈E(G). Since
FG[{a; c; e; h}] ∼= K4 we get he∈E(G) and hf ∈E(G). Moreover, hd∈E(G), otherwise
FG[{a; d; f; h}] ∼= K4. Finally fc∈E(G), otherwise FG[{a; c; f; h}] ∼= K4. So de ∈E(G)
and FG[{b; d; e; g}] ∼= K4, a contradiction.
Case 2: Let G9 ∼= F . Note that (F)= 3. We will extend an independent 3-set of F
to an independent 5-set using x and one of y; z. This part of the proof is depictured
by Fig. 4. Two subcases are considered according to whether xd∈E(G) = E.
Case 2.1: Let xd ∈E. Without loss of generality zd ∈E. Note that there is a vertex
of the triangle a; b; c which is not adjacent to both z and x. To prevent C4 in G and
K5 in FG we must have xh; zg∈E or xg; zh∈E. So zi; xi ∈E. Therefore either xb; zc∈E
or zb; xc∈E. But then the vertices x; y; i; e; c; or respectively x; y; i; f; b would form a
K5 in FG.
Case 2.2: Let xd∈E. Among all the vertices of F; x can only be joined to a and
i, otherwise we get a subgraph C4 in G or the Case 1. Thus, the set {b; f; g; x} and
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Fig. 5. Nonplanar graph of order 13 with the independence number 4 and without any subgraph C4.
{c; e; h; x} are both independent in G. Note that at most one of y; z can be adjacent to
a vertex of the triangle {a; b; c}. The other one, say z, must be therefore adjacent to at
least one of f; g and at least one of e; h. But it cannot be adjacent to both g; h, neither
to both e; f. Without loss of generality we can assume that zg; ze∈E. Moreover, as
y is not adjacent to x; g or b, we have yf∈E. Similarly, as y is not adjacent to h
or e, we have yc∈E. Finally, if xi ∈E or xa ∈E, then the sets {x; i; f; b; z} or, resp.
{x; a; e; h; y} are independent in G. Hence, we forced G to be the graph from Fig. 5
which, however, is nonplanar. Indeed, the vertices z; c; x; g; e form a topological K5:
(Also g; f; b and h; e; c form a topological K3;3:)
3. Main result
Armed with the above lemmas we can now easily prove the following planar Ramsey
result.
Theorem 7. PR(C4; K5) = 13:
Proof. The planar graph 4K3 shows that PR(C4; K5)¿ 12:
Take a planar graph G on 13 vertices such that G ⊃C4: We shall prove that FG⊃K5:
If G ⊃K3 then by Theorem 1(ii) with l=5, FG⊃K5: If !(G)62 then there is a vertex
v not adjacent to at least 10 other vertices. As R(C4; K4) = 10, some four of these 10
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Fig. 6.
vertices are independent in G. Together with v they form a K5 in FG. Thus, by Lemma 6
and the above, we may assume that G⊃K3 and every vertex lying on a triangle has a
degree at least 4. Consider a longest chain obtained by consecutive vertex gluings of
triangles. Let a; b; c be the vertices of the :rst triangle in the chain. We claim that the
chain consists of at most three triangles.
Indeed, if it contains four triangles (as in Fig. 6) then since only one of the edges
ax, ay, bx, by can be present, :ve distinct neighbours of a; b; d must be outside this
chain. But there are only four vertices outside this chain. Therefore in such a longest
chain (consisting of 1, 2 or 3 triangles) four neighbours of a and b are outside the
chain and are mutually non-adjacent. Together with c they form a K5 in FG.
We may apply the argument of Theorem 7 and Lemma 6 to gain the following
result.
Proposition 8. The graph presented in Fig. 5 is the unique one of order 13 with the
independence number less than 5 and without any subgraph C4.
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